1994 z71 chevy truck

The model line would overlap production with both its predecessor and its successor. In line
with the GMC Sierra, Chevrolet adopted a singular Chevrolet Silverado nameplate for its full-size
truck line which remains in use. Along with a flush, curved grille and front bumper, the adopted
many upgrades over the Rounded-Line generation, including sedan-style doors and flush
window glass. Under the redesign, K-Series four-wheel drive trucks underwent a major upgrade,
as the front axle received independent front suspension for the first time. Alongside selling two
full-size truck lines besides one another, the product change allowed GM to transition buyers
into the new model line. For and , pickup trucks were discontinued, with the model line sold
only as a CHD heavy-duty chassis cab. As its design had effectively been overtaken by that of
the extended cab, the single-seat "Bonus cab" was not carried over all crew cabs were now
fitted with rear seats. For , the body of the GMT saw few changes, introducing front bucket seats
for extended-cab pickups. For the model year, all GMT trucks underwent a mid-cycle revision,
distinguished by a revision of the front fascia for both Chevrolet and GMC. The sideview mirrors
were redesigned and enlarged adopted from the Suburban SUV ; on extended cabs, opening
rear side windows became standard equipment. For , as a running change through the model
year, extended-cab models received a passenger-side third door. For , the dashboard
underwent a minor revision to accommodate a passenger-side airbag only vehicles with a
GVWR under pounds were equipped, including series and non-HD s. For , GM revised the
tailgate badging for pickup trucks. Largely aimed towards fleet sales, to minimize production
costs, the series Classic was offered only with the 5. For , the Classic was pared down to the
and series, [4] [15] with the model line reduced solely to the CHD chassis cab for and In total,
six wheelbases for pickup trucks were offered. Evolved from the previous generation, the front
suspension for the GMT chassis is fully independent with unequal-length control arms. The rear
suspension configuration was largely unchanged, with rear leaf springs supporting the live rear
axle, changing to a two-stage setup to improve load capability while improving ride
characteristics while unloaded. On all pickup trucks, the model line was fitted with front disc
brakes and rear drum brakes 4-wheel disc brakes were exclusive to the CHD [18]. Anti-lock
brakes ABS was introduced as part of the redesign. From to , ABS was used on the rear wheels
on K-Series trucks, only when in two-wheel drive [8]. From to , pickups were equipped with
four-wheel ABS. The GMT model line was produced in three wheelbases in its first year: the
regular cab carrying over the A short bed extended cab model on a On series vehicles, a 4. On
series and series vehicles, a 5. For , GM introduced its first turbodiesel V8, expanded to 6. For ,
the lighter-duty R4 paired with engines up to the 5. For , naturally-aspirated versions of the 6.
For , the three gasoline V8 engines underwent a series of design upgrades, becoming the
Vortec , , and , respectively. From onward, few major changes were made to the powertrain. For
, the CHD chassis cab replaced the 7. Vortec V6. Gen 1: 4-inch bore family. Vortec Gen V.
Offered with an optional rear bench seat, [8] versions without one effectively replaced the
single-seat "Bonus Cab" previously derived from the crew cab. For nearly five years after the
two-door pickups were released , a four-door crew cab was introduced. As with the previous
generation, the crew cab shared its body design with the Suburban SUV. For and series trucks,
chassis cabs were also offered. For , the heavier-duty CHD was introduced developed
specifically for commercial use. In an effort to modernize the interior, the model line shed all
chrome trim from the cab interior regardless of trim level , with hard plastic replacing many
soft-touch surfaces. The dashboard introduced a hybrid of digital and analog instruments, with
digital scales replacing analog gauge needles. In a functional change, all manual transmissions
became floor-shifted retiring the column-mounted shifter. Coinciding with the model revision,
the interior underwent a substantial redesign, with the dashboard and door panels undergoing a
redesign for the first time since The interior design remained in use through the discontinuation
of the fourth-generation model line, revised for the addition of a passenger-side airbag during
the model year for series and non-HD series vehicles [15] [16]. The Cheyenne made its return as
the standard trim replacing the Custom Deluxe , with the Scottsdale and Silverado serving as
the top two trims. Externally, the Cheyenne was distinguished by its two sealed-beam
headlights; the Scottsdale and Silverado were fitted with four headlamps replaced by
rectangular composite headlamps for Intended primarily for fleet sales and work use, the
Cheyenne was a spartan vehicle with most features offered as optional equipment. For , the
Scottsdale trim was dropped; the Cheyenne and Silverado trims were offered through Offered
as both a Class truck and as a cowled bus chassis, the GMT chassis was offered with 6. As an
option, Caterpillar inline-6 diesel engines were offered. Intended nearly exclusively for
commercial use, the CHD was not sold for retail sale. While factory-produced as a C-series
truck, the front fenders were fitted with the plastic fender flares typically fitted to K trucks to
accommodate a wider front axle and larger The model line was offered in The standard engine
for the CHD was the 5. In line with commercial trucks, the front axle was a solid I-beam drop

axle; the rear drive axle was a Dana 80 full-floating axle inch ring gear. Intended primarily for
commercial and fleet use, the cab was fitted with marker lights and either "camper-style" or
"west-coast" sideview mirrors. Initially offered in only a standard cab with Cheyenne trim, the
CHD was expanded to a Silverado trim for ; [21] a crew cab became an option for During its
production, the CHD was not offered with an extended-cab body. While GM produced the K and
K as chassis-cab trucks, no KHD was ever produced from the factory by General Motors;
several equivalent vehicles were fabricated through aftermarket conversions including a Dana
60 or Dana 70 front axle. Nearly five years after pickup trucks made their debut, the Suburban
marketed by both Chevrolet and GMC was released, again derived from the crew-cab pickup
truck body itself debuting for Exclusive to Ks, the option package included skid plates for the
engine, front axle, and transfer case along with heavy-duty Bilstein shock absorbers. On
two-wheel drive examples, the front bumper included a black air dam with fog lamps ; the inch
styled steel wheels were chrome-plated. From to , the package was paired solely with the
Fleetside bed; for , Chevrolet shifted the option to the Sportside stepside bed. For , Chevrolet
debuted the SS as a high-performance variant of the C Deriving much of its design from the
Sport Equipment Package, the SS was distinguished by a nearly monochromatic black exterior,
gloss-black grille with red-trim badging , and body-color bumpers and mirrors borrowing the
latter from the Cheyenne. Externally identified by "SS" bed-side decals, the vehicle received
Silverado interior trim, with model-specific bucket seats and interior colors. Initially offered
solely in black paint and a red interior, Chevrolet introduced a choice of paint colors for the SS
for , adding red and white monochrome exteriors, along with blue, beige, and gray interiors. In
total, 16, examples were produced 13, were sold for the model year. The ambulance conversion
was done by Jakab Industries of Tamworth, New South Wales , who fitted a fiberglass
hatchback body to the GMC chassis cab; the firm also converted the vehicles to right-hand
drive. The vehicles were developed as a successor for ambulances based on Ford F-series
chassis Ford of Australia ended importation of the F-Series for Beginning in , the C chassis cab
was imported by General Motors New Zealand and locally converted to right-hand drive. The
final vehicle line to use the Chevrolet inline six , the Brazilian-produced Silverado was retired in
, with GM shifting production to the mid-size S Adopting the and nameplates, the series was
named after its approximate GVWR in metric tonnes approximately over 6 tonnes and a rounded
number for the PS horsepower rating for each engines approximately PS for the Maxion diesel
and PS for the MWM turbodiesel. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. American truck series.
Motor vehicle. Retrieved 20 September Hot Rod. Retrieved September 4, Retrieved Archived
from the original on Former fleet number Note this one has the fleet number partly removed and
no plates. It was being decommissioned, and fleet number had been re allocated to another
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Everything else is stock including the exhaust. It runs great no issues. There is a bit of gear
whine typical for performance gears, never bothered me or had an issue. It could use some
front brake rotors, on high speed braking there is some vibration in the pedal due to old rotors.
Things replaced relatively recent include alternator, starter, battery, front brake pads, master
cylinder, cap, rotor, plugs, and wires. All ball joints were done when I installed the lift at about k.
Exterior wise it needs paint on the hood and roof. Contact me for picture requests. More pics
coming. If you cannot get to my location by vehicle, I can meet at Roanoke airport if you fly in,
just contact me to discuss before you book anything. Great looking truck had a diesel engine in
it , needs engine , I have a chevy engine with a cab on it , setting in the truck not completely
installed. For more pics of the caror questions contact me at Cell or at Home Toolbox attached
on bed of truck. I am the 3rd Owner of this Chevy Z71 and for a truck that is 20 years old, it is in
great shape with a very clean and well kept interior. The truck has original paint job with very
little rust expect your typical rust with over size tires and a after market exhaust, this truck
looks and sounds great. I no longer have a use for this truck and would rather sell it then have it
sitting in my drive way. Email for pictures or any more information. Thank you! Engine
compartment is clean and free of any leaks. Automatic transmission shifts very smooth, does

not kick, slip, no skip. Drives straight, accelerates without any hesitation. The paint is shiny,
glossy, and shows minimum of wear for the year and miles. Please check the pictures. The
interior of the vehicle is in good condition. Seats show some wear for the year and miles. This
Pickup truck would become an excellent companion for any type of recreation or everyday
driving, combining comfort and reliability in one compact stylish Vehicle. Tires were balanced,
rotated, and still have planty of tread left. Please call us at: Alex if you have ANY questions! We
feel confident about the vehicles that we sell, however, we strongly encourage all customers to
arrange a 3rd party inspection if you are not able to come and see the vehicle in person. Our
detailed vehicle inspection report includes the condition of body and paint, dents, scratches,
tires and wheels, glass, interior, missing parts, oil leaks, electrical items, and drive train
performance. The seller shall not be responsible for the correct description, authenticity,
genuineness, or defects herein, and makes no warranty in connection therewith. No allowance
or set aside will be made on account of any incorrectness, imperfection, defect or damage. Any
descriptions or representations are for identification purposes only and are not to be construed
as a warranty of any type. It is the responsibility of the buyer to have thoroughly inspected the
vehicle, and to have satisfied himself or herself as to the condition and value and to bid based
upon that judgement solely. The seller shall and will make every reasonable effort to disclose
any known defects associated with this vehicle at the buyer's request prior to the close of sale.
Seller assumes no responsibility for any repairs regardless of any oral statements about the
vehicle. Please note that the vehicle advertised on eBay might be sold locally and we will make
our best effort to remove the listing in timely manner if this is the case. All test-drives and
inspections welcome. Please e-mail us your contact phone number so our agent can call you to
arrange a test-drive or set-up an inspection. One week of free storage will be given under one
condition only - the vehicle must be paid in full in timely manner within 3 days of the end of the
auction. Accepted payment methods: Cash in person, Secure bank to bank wire transfer,
Certified bank check. No other payment methods are accepted. Please note that for vehicles
being shipped no temporary tags are provided. We need the customer in person to sign the
paperwork for the plate. PA residents are responsible for paying PA sales tax when picking-up
the vehicle. Payment in full is due within 3 days after the end of the auction! No exception.
Please do not bid if you are not able to pay within the stated period. See our other
listingsDisclaimer: This auction is a legally binding contract to buy this vehicle. All vehicles are
sold as-is unless otherwise specified. I have done my best to accurately describe this vehicle. It
is up to the buyer to come see and further inspect the car before the end of the auction. Please
call: This vehicle is being sold as is, where is with no warranty, expressed written or implied.
We are a used car dealership and the vehicles advertised on eBay are also advertised locally,
and we reserve the right to sell the above listed vehicle locally. This auction is a legally binding
contract to buy this vehicle. Model Silverado Go to carfax. The top 5 reasons why our
customer's travel hundreds and even thousands of miles to purchase from our dealership
instead of their local dealer: 1. Each of our vehicle's go through a multipoint point inspection,
and each vehicle has a unique description which I do personally on every vehicle. Each vehicle
has all service performed up to factory specifications before it leaves our lot. Deal directly with
a Manager and eliminate the salesperson! Most of our customers have never purchased a
vehicle through Ebay or over the internet and I am dedicated to walk you through the entire
process from start to finish and make it a smooth and easy transaction. We are set up to cater
to the eBay buyer, and our main focus is selling cars in this market. Ebay Seller since !!! You
can also rent a car one way, take Greyhound or Amtrak. We make arrangements to pick you up
for free! The only additional fees will be your state sales tax, documentary, and plate fees for
this purchase. You only pay sales in your home state. No additional fees is one of the many
reasons we have sold cars in all 50 states. You will only pay sales tax in Pennsylvania if you are
registering the vehicle in PA. No additional dealer or prep fees. Please call to confirm vehicle
has not already been sold, vehicle's can sell at any moment and our inventory changes daily.
Please call Scott Long or email to lauford aol. I had a car to trade. I got a fair price for my trade
and a fair price on the vehicle I was purchasing. I worked with Scott Long and he was very
professional and accommodating. I travelled a little over 2, to pick up my new car. I would buy
from this dealer again! Bob from El Paso, TexasI had been driving my first Prius for more than 8
years, and recently started looking for a new one. The only problem was, it was sitting in
western Pennsylvania I called Scott Long and asked him about the car, and about my Prius as a
trade-in. He confirmed everything about the car listed on eBay, and, after receiving photos of
my trade-in, offered me a very reasonable price for my old car. I told him I'd think about it. The
deal was so good, that I decided to drive miles to PA in my old Prius, and miles back home in
my beautiful new one! It was a long drive especially, the first half -- I recommend stopping at the
Panera's in Bloomsburg, PA, about two hours east of Johnstown, on the way home! The

transaction was done quickly, and everything promised me on the phone and Internet was
delivered. I recommend that you check out your local Toyota dealership, get their best deal, and
then call Scott to complete your new car purchase! When I decided I wanted to get back into a
truck after recently purchasing a car, I knew my options were limited both to the cost of the
truck as well as the value of my trade in. Scott went ahead and provided bottom line pricing on a
truck that met my exact desires and was able to arrange a fair trade in value for my previous
vehicle. Living over miles away from the dealership, needless to say I was a bit apprehensive at
both the idea of buying a car out of state as well as making arrangements to actually take the
vehicle home. Scott was able to assuage my fears and facilitate the entire process. One week
after I found the truck I wanted I was driving it home. I really hope local dealers understand that
is an absolutely phenomenal way to do business. Bernard in New Jersey. Scott made every
effort to answer any question in a timely fashion. He was great from the initial meeting through
the delivery process. Great buying experience. Found the vehicle online and asked for more
information about it. Scott Long responded immediately! He was very friendly and
knowledgeable. We were able to set everything up through emails during the week and I got my
car that Saturday. The price was great! Went over every detail of the car and answered any
question I had. I love my new used car! I recently purchased a new Mustang GT premium. The
staff were friendly and knowledgeable of the car and helped me get acquainted with all its
gadgets. Though Im not the smartest when it comes to keeping vehicles have owned a new one
every two years I do have a lot of experience with the car buying process and buying from
Laurel Toyota was the smoothest and best yet. I didn't have to negotiate or walk away, or be lied
to some other local dealers about deal terms. Scott was honest took great care of me and even
pulled some strings to get me in the truck I wanted at a fair price. I can't thank Scott enough and
even Zach the finance manager was so easy to work with no high pressure add on's, etc. I drove
4 hours to get this truck and I would do it again. Thank you so much again guys for the great
service! Before you waste your time at other stealers visit them first, honest, straightforward,
easy and genuine. My transaction was smooth, friendly and in timely manner. The car was as
described, and paper work only took minutes. Scott coordinated the time perfectly so I would
have pleasant experience. Since I had limited time, he even offered to help me at later time if I
had any questions related to the car options. I would shop again at Laurel Toyota, Thanks Scott.
The whole transaction was fast, smooth and friendly. The vehicle was exactly as represented in
the detailed description and posted video, and the roof racks were installed as requested. They
brought the vehicle to the airport and the transaction was done and the car on its way home to
Colorado in less than half an hour. I had no trouble reaching Scott by both phone and email to
get answers to some logistical questions, and he's easy and pleasant to deal with. Subarus are
premium priced in Colorado; this car was priced better at a significantly lower milage, with
warranty coverage, and in much better condition than anything we found locally. Worth the
cross country drive, and when next I need a vehicle, I'll contact Scott first. Scott is the man!!!!
Drove home six hours with the used car I bought ,had a real pleasurable ride. The car performed
excellent, the interior was fresh like new. The entire transaction was very smooth from start to
finish. I spent a lot of time looking for a particular Toyota Tundra Crew Max across 5 local
dealers and 5 out of state dealer's inventory. Not only did Scott have exactly what I was looking
for but he had the lowest price. I flew to PA where Scott's driver picked me up at the airport and
drove me 2 hours to the Laurel Toyota dealership. The truck we had agreed on was sitting out
front, freshly washed, a full tank of gas, with all the features I wanted, just like the pictures Scott
sent to me. It was a very smooth transaction and I was out the door in about 45 minutes. If you
are in the market for a great car buying experience that meets your expectations, I highly
recommend buying from Scott Long at Laurel Toyota. You can reach Scott on twitter
ScottLongCars. Doug from Georgia" miles round trip was worth trip"purchased new ford f,and
couldn't have been happier with the price or staff at laurel ford. Overall, an excellent experience
working with this dealership. After determining that the vehicle was close to what I was looking
for I started a dialog with Scott Long. Scott was always prompt and courteous. Scott was more
than willing to provide as much information as I asked for. Scott's information was always
accurate. I feel that when dealerships are selling their vehicles online to a broad audience and
the buyer isn't able to personally inspect the vehicle during the typical purchasing process, the
seller agent, Scott in this case, has to go out of his way to provide information, data and
pictures to support the vehicle that they are representing. Scott Long did so. I tried to
communicate this fact upfront. In the end, the truck was more than what I expected and I was
delighted with my purchase. The dealership was 4 hours away and I was a little apprehensive
about buying the truck sight unseen. Scott knowlegeably answered all my questions and
provided all the info I needed to allay my fears about buying online. The truck was exactly as he
described and exceeded my expectations. The whole transaction was smooth and efficient.

Everything was taken care of when I arrived at the dealership and I was on the road home in my
new to me truck in no time at all. I would recommend this dealership to anyone and will
definitely check with them next time I'm searching for another vehicle. Buy with confidence
from Scott Long and Laurel Ford. Dave from VirginiaWe took delivery yesterday morning,
October 30th. The Acura MDX is all we hoped it would be. Special thank you to Scott Long for
making this an enjoyable experience. Our deal was easy a non event and Scotts knowledge and
his professionalism made our purchase the easiest vehicle buying experience I can remember!!
I would enjoy having coffee with Scott and seeing the dealerships he represents. He is a great
ambassador for Laurel Nissan and Car Sales in general. Down to earth, with integrity not found
in all dealerships. If we are in the market for another vehicle, I would not hesitate to contact
Scott first.. Donald R. Scott Long assisted us in the purchase. Long treated us as though we
were purchasing a brand new car. He explained every detail of the vehicle with confidence and
pride. Long was extremely professional in every regard, but very personable at the same time.
Scott made us feel very important and it was truly a great experience. I will highly recommend
Laurel Ford and Scott Long to friends and relatives. I contacted Scott in reference to a vehicle
they had listed on the internet. I was able to negotiate the entire purchase, finance, and
extended warranty of this vehicle via e-mail in less than 24 hours. The next day I flew to
Pittsburgh, Scott had their delivery personnel pick me up at the airport, take me to the local
McDonald's to look over the truck, complete the paperwork, and I was on my way home North
Carolina! This was the best vehicle buying experience I have had! Price was great and the ease
of the transaction was priceless! Thank you Scott! This is the second vehicle I bought from
Scott and it wont be my last, Scott and laurel dealership there the greatest!!! Excellent service,
communication, and attention to detail. Would reccomend them any day!! Friendly, no pressure
sales, quick paperwork and minimum fees. Good old-fashioned service and support to
customers. Hard to find such service and support todayFirst time ever buying a truck on the
computer, did not even see it in person, just pictures, so was very hesitant. The salesman, Scott
Long, could not have been nicer nor more honest, made a deal onthe phone, including my trade
in, that was very fair. No add ons, no BS, nothing additional! Scott did a great job and the actual
sale took only a few minutes as they had everything ready when I got there. This dealer was
definately worth the drive and when I buy another I will certianly call them with no hesitations! I
would also recomend them to anyone! Without question the best I've ever experienced in
40years! Even though I had to drive 12 hours to get to Johnstown, PA to pick up the truck
working with Scott was very easy. We conducted all the negations and details including my
trade via email. The entire process could not have been easier and I am very pleased with the
purchase process and my new truck! I was nervous about purchasing a car on-line, but I could
not have had a better experience. The car actually turned out to be better than advertised and
the service I received was incredible. Scott was patient with all of my questions and made me
feel very comfortable before I purchased a one-way plane ticket to fly to Pittsburgh and pick up
the car. He even arranged to have the car delivered to me at the airport so I did not have to drive
the two hours to the dealership. The guys that met me with the car were extremely friendly and
just added that much more to the adventure. When I had some issues with registering the title
when I got home, the dealership immeditely got me the additional information I needed and even
stated without me asking that they would pay any late fees if it caused issues. Scott had
assured me they would stand behind all of their sales and he was absolutely true to his word. I
was extremely pleased with how everything turned out and would not hesitate to deal with Scott
again. Julie K. I had been looking for a new Toyota Highlander for 6 months prior to purchasing
and this would be my first Toyota purchase. Right from the get-go he kindly answered all of my
questions about the vehicle and patiently worked with me over two days as we worked out the
details about my trade-in and price over the phone and email. With most of the details worked
out over the phone and email,I planned on making the mile trek too see if we could finalize the
deal on a Saturday. I, however, could not make it for personal reasons. He kindly held the
vehicle for me until Monday no questions asked. So on Monday, I made the trek still hesitant
that something was going to be wrong with the vehicle due to the excellent price! Once I
arrived, Scott Long and I took a test drive, reviewed the features of the vehicle, and I inspected
the vehicle. The vehicle was in excellent condition, fully detailed, and I had not been misled!! If
you have ever traveled to pick-up a vehicle you realize this is not always the case!! I could not
be more satisfied. As the paperwork was completed Scott Long took the time to make sure I felt
comfortable and relaxed. Despite having to travel over a miles, I will go Laurel Toyota for my
next purchase. It was awesome to not be misled, especially when you are traveling to check out
a vehicle and to be trusted by having the vehicle held for you within reason so that it can be
checked out on my schedule! Thanks Scott!! HartDear Scott, I have purchased many vehicles
over the years at countless dealerships. I called and spoke to Scott Long and he told me all

about the vehicle and I told him about my trade-ins. He worked up the numbers and there were
no surprises when I drove up from Florida to make the purchase. Everything went so smoothly.
It was the easiest least stressful car purchase I had made ever! All the paperwork was ready for
me to sign and drive home in my new car. Drove miles and very comfortable. Thank you Laurel
Toyota, and thank you Scott Long for being so professional and up front with me. You have
really earned my business and I will come back. What a nice car. You will not be sorry. I found a
new tundra that I liked via internet and did my entire deal through email. I emailed pictured of
my vehicle and was given a trade value that day. I drove 4 hours from NY to pickup a truck that I
dont feel any local dealer could of helped me on in price! My hats of to the team at Laurel
Toyota and anybody that is looking to purchase from them feel confident as you will be treated
the way you should when purchasing a new vehicle. NicholsI contacted Scott in reference to a
vehicle they had listed on the internet. Brenda C. Dan H. Buffalo, New YorkFirst time ever
buying a truck on the computer, did not even see it in person, just pictures, so was very
hesitant. This was the 3rd vehicle I purchased from Laurel Ford Lincoln. Everyone was great
from start to finish. Scott Long listened to what I wanted in my new car and was very easy to
deal with. Ryan had all paperwork ready when I arrived and was less than 15 minutes! I highly
recommend Laurel Auto Group to anyone looking for a great deal and wonderful people to work
with. I will be back again!! Super FAST shipment!!! GREAT followup!! Shop with confidence.
Great communication until delivered. Would buy tix again! Fast shipping. Very good experience.
Fast delivery! Loved doing business with. Excellent communication. Great Scottie dog wagon.
Excellent buyer. It was by far my best buying experience. Included free ride from Pittsburgh.
Easy transaction! Great communication, and very helpful! Perfect in every way! Scott is simply
the best! Great service. My first car on ebay. Great buyer! Motor: small block EFI stock throttle
body and intake. Chrome radiator over flow cylinder. Please see video links below!!! Pro
Touring. This bad boy is built and ready to cruise down to the next show just as easily as it is to
the closest hardware store. Definitely has a heavy rumpity-rump idle. Turns heads and pulls
HARD when you hit the go pedal. Custom 12 Bolt Posi rear with 3. Sharp, slick and almost
sinister tuxedo black with a few chrome accents. Interior is throwback 80's and ads a nostalgic
vibe. A nice collection of awesome parts, you can not duplicate this truck for the asking price, it
is for less than the investment in parts alone. Drums in the rear. New hardware for the tank
along with new filler neck. All new rubber hoses for everything and all wires have been wire
loomed. All new weather stripping All new u-joints and driveshaft rebalanced. All new
inlinetube. Brand new painted fuel tank with new sender and pump. All new weather stripping
Tranny was rebuilt new seals with a pro torque convertor. Rear was all re- done new bearings
and seals and a Yukon rear was installed with a real chrome cover. All new u-joints and
driveshaft rebalanced. I didn't like way it looked so removed it but still have it on a shelf can
easily be installed. All new front suspension along with rear suspension shocks,ball joints,tie
rods etcEverything on this truck is new and works spent over 4 years doing it and I have to sell
now. The rims and tires and the paint are less then a year old. And the truck has been inside a
garage and again has less then miles on everything. Lots more any question please feel free to
call me. Will not say what reserve is but I can tell you it is a fair price. We can offer a finance
program that is custom tailored for you through our large auto financing provider network.
Contact our Sales Department for complete details anytime at As with any used vehicle, you
may find some minor imperfections in keeping with the age and mileage of the vehicle. We do
everything we can to clean and restore our vehicles to as high a standard as can be expected.
We strive to offer only the best vehicles possible at a reasonable price. If you have a specific
question about any of our vehicles, don't hesitate to call and ask for a live description and
personal vehicle "walk-around" from our sales staff. We have hundreds of trucks listed on Ebay
in every shape and size. We are sure to have a truck that will fit your needs. Please take a look
at our other items or visit our Ebay Store. Mansfield, History Report Ask Dealer A Question If
you have a question, please call or complete the form below for a quick response. We specialize
in diesel, but offer trucks of every shape and size. With hundreds of trucks stocked and sold
monthly, we strive to be the largest one-stop truck-stop in the U. We also strive to keep our
customers 1 through attention to detail, courteous treatment and dedication to providing a
positive truck buying experience. North Texas Truck Stop was founded in the summer of ,
however, cars have been our business for over 40 years. Our operating partners have been in
business together for 25 years and we literally have hundreds of years of experience within our
walls. While we have grown significantly, we have kept our employees close. Even though our
staff has multiplied to more than 30 employees, we pride ourselves in keeping a family
environment in the workplace. From the sales staff, to the office managers, to the buyers who
search the country for the best trucks available, we intend to keep our employees for life. A
comfortable and consistent workplace is a productive and attentive workplace, allowing North

Texas Truck Stop to offer a better experience for our customers. In the 21st Century, the
internet has been the driving force behind the car business and we have been involved every
step of the way. Our internet specialists have been marketing vehicles online since the internet
was born. However, we can never be complacent in our duties or direction. We continuously
search for better and more efficient ways to serve our customers from all over the world. While
the internet has broadened our reach, we still recognize that our local customers will always be
the backbone of our business. We have all the comforts of home, a knowledgeable staff and a
vast on-site inventory offering a relaxed and hassle-free environment for all of our customers;
local, nationwide or abroad. Our overall philosophy is simple: to reach as many customers
worldwide as possible, to offer the greatest variety of pick-up trucks available and do so at the
right price, with the right attitude. When everyone leaves with a handshake and a smile, we have
done our job properly. We believe in doing good business because that's how Texans do
business. Below are a few of the other vehicles currently available from North Texas Truck Stop.
Texas Auto Shipping is a fully licensed vehicle shipping company. Texas Auto Shipping offers
"door-to-door" low-cost shipping services using enclosed and open trailers. Please use the
Shipping Calculator to find the cost of shipping this vehicle "to your door". Shipping Calculator
Select state All vehicles are for sale locally and we reserve the right to end any auction at any
time. Deposits on vehicles not purchased are applied towards the significant costs of
paperwork and title production, advertising costs, Ebay listing fees and lost dealership
productivity. Full payment is to be received within 7 days from the end of the auction. Full
payment is due before vehicle delivery. Buyers in all states are required to pay a vehicle
inventory tax VIT calculated at. Our administrative and dealer services fee is collected by North
Texas Truck Stop and is not required by law. Out-of-state buyers are responsible for taxes and
registration fees in their own states. Texas residents pay a 6. Please have verifiable funds or
pre-approved loan available at time of purchase. Our fax number is We will fax or mail you
duplicate copies of the paperwork; one for you to keep, and one for you to sign and return.
Once payment is received or the loan proceeds have been dispersed, you can then make
arrangements to take delivery of the vehicle. The actual miles posted in this listing may be
slightly higher due to in-transit repairs or customer road testing. All our vehicles are pre-owned
and they are sold in 'As Is' condition. All sales are finalized at our place of business. Pre-buy
vehicle inspections are encouraged and will be performed on our premises. Inspections
performed after the point of sale will not be accepted or considered. Some vehicles are still
under factory warranty check description or an extended warranty may be purchased for
vehicles under , miles. We encourage trade-ins and can give you an estimated value of your
vehicle over the phone or by e-mail. The buyer is responsible for all shipping fees or
self-arranged transportation. It is agreed by all parties in relation to any transaction involving
this vehicle, won through eBay or not, that the proper venue for any legal proceedings will be
conducted in Tarrant County, Texas. We describe all vehicles as accurately as possible;
however it is not possible to include all minute details and imperfections. Dealer Licence P
Please review our many untouched photos of this Chevy Customized and see for yourself the
professionalism paid to every detail displayed on this classic. This amazing accomplishment
was achieved by our world-wide reputation for honesty and integrity. We deliver incredible,
solid and safe vehicles from California to Dubai. We also ship fully insured at our cost! Flying
into Florida? We are only 20 minutes from Ft. Lauderdale airport. Dedicated to exceptional
personal service, integrity, honesty, and the guaranteed lowest prices in the industry. We are
proud to provide our clients with an extraordinary experience, so we follow strict internet
business ethics, this is how we are recognized as Florida's most unique internet dealer. Our
best testimony is our worldwide customer base, from our neighbors in Canada, to the
Caribbean, South America and Europe, we are the experts in exporting and shipping all around
the globe. We invite you to experience the difference, experience CarsFromFlorida. Please click
below to apply online. Get fast and easy financing By placing a bid on vehicle, you are entering
into a legal and binding contract to purchase the vehicle. This arrangement is outlined in the
eBay User Agreement. So consider your bid carefully before placing it. All non-paying winning
bidders will be reported to eBay. We may not have vehicle handbooks, floor mats, additional
keys, remotes, or CD magazines available for you we generally do, but please call to check.
Mileage is subject to change due to car being test driven, serviced at dealership, etc Remaining
manufacturer coverage may exist or a service contract may be available. Assure peace of mind
with service contract extended warranty coverage on your contract. Call us for more details.
Click on the Carfax logo you will find on the left panel of this listing to get this report If you can..
Not only will you feel secure with buying from us, feel secure in buying the vehicle. We are
proud to guarantee you that. If you intend on financing this vehicle please complete financing
arrangements prior to bidding on this vehicle and verify that your loan institution accepts the

year, make, model and mileage of this vehicle. Immediately following the end of the auction, you
will receive an email if you're the high bidder with specific instructions and a request for
required information. Winning bidders must respond to us within 24 hours of auction closure to
confirm your purchase, or the vehicle may be relisted or sold to any other qualified buyer. Full
payment must be made within 2 days of the auctions end. All deposits are non-refundable. Don't
get caught at the last minute. Verify yourself now. Out of state buyers are responsible for all
state, county, city taxes and fees, as well as title services fees in the state that the vehicle will
be registered. All taxes and fees must be paid in full in order for to be titled and registered.
Those wishing to have vehicle shipped: all shipping charges are buyer's responsibility. Any
claims arising from shipping or damage are between buyer and shipping company. Bid
shielding, auction interference, and any other form of harassment will not be tolerated. Anyone
using our images or design, for the representation of their product, is in violation of eBay rules
and regulations and Federal Law and may be prosecuted. Reports to eBay will be made. Please
be kind and notify us at least 24 hours in advance of time of delivery. This allows us to give you
better service and have vehicle completely inspected and detailed for delivery. We also provide
airport pick up. That's the service we like to provide our customers. Ad created by eCarList. Call
to find out how eCarList can service your dealership. This Chevy has the 5. This truck has low
miles at just over K. It runs and drives good. Payment Information: We accept cash,
cashiers-check, and certified funds. Successful "winning" bidder must contact us within 24
hours after the auction has ended to verify purchase and make arrangements to complete the
transaction. Within 7 business days of the end of auction, full payment must be received either
by cash payment, cashiers-check, or certified funds. If funds are not received, and an alternate
arrangement has not been made, the vehicle can and will be made available to other potential
buyers on a first-come, first-serve basis. We are NOT the shipping company. Should you need
assistance in locating a shipping service, please let us know! We aim to recommend only
quality vendors. If you would like to purchase this one prior to the end of the auction give us a
call at and ask for the Ebay department. We will be happy to work with you. Warranty: Unless
stated otherwise, this vehicle is being sold "as is". Manufacturer's warranties may still apply. An
extended warranty may also be available. Please contact us for details. No representations or
warranties are made by the "Seller", nor are any representations or warranties relied upon by
"Bidders" in making bids. When the deposit has been submitted, "Buyer" MUST fax or email a
copy of their valid, state-issued driver's license. The remaining balance must be paid within 7
Days. If payment is made by cashiers or personal check, we will hold all titles for 10 days or
until funds have cleared. Taxes and Fees: "Buyer" is responsible not only for knowing their own
states' laws regarding taxes and fees, but also remitting the proper taxes, fees, and documents
for their state. All taxes and fees must be paid in full in order for the vehicle to be titled and
registered. Odometer Readings: Due to demo test drives and mechanical inspections, the
mileage of the vehicle represented might be slightly different than the mileage stated when the
vehicle was first listed on eBay. Bidding: Please do not bid if you're not seriously interested or
financially able to purchase this vehicle. Please read eBay's "User Agreement". Bidder's Age:
You must be 18 years of age or older to bid. If you place a bid before the last hour period of the
auction, you may retract the bid before the last hour period only for exceptional circumstances.
You will not be allowed to retract that bid during the last hour period of the auction. If you place
a bid during the last hour period of the auction, you will be allowed to retract the bid for
exceptional circumstances only if you do so within one hour after placing the bid. Financing:
Regarding this auction we will not be able to provide financing for the purchase price. We have
in house financing available, however, if we provide financing we have to charge the Regular
Non Discounted Price which is listed on our personal website for the vehicle. Buyer's
Inspection: We do our best to disclose all information known about this vehicle for auction. We
welcome a Buyer's Inspection. If you plan to have a Buyer's Inspection, please make sure you
have the vehicle inspected prior to the end of the auction. Inspection fees, if any, are the
"Buyer's" sole responsibility. Title Information: Vehicle titles may be held by banks or lenders
as collateral for loans. In many cases there is a delay in receiving the original instruments of up
to 21 days from the time we pay a vehicle off. While we usually have all titles in our possession
at closing, there are occasions where we may be waiting for them to arrive. Finalizing Your
Purchase: Winning bidder MUST communicate with us by e-mail or phone within 24 hours of the
end of the auction to make arrangements to complete the transaction. If we cannot confirm your
intention to buy or the sale is not completed within 5 days, we reserve the right to re-list this
vehicle or sell to any other qualified buyer. Before the vehicle is released for shipment to the
"Buyer", all sale-related and title-related paperwork must be signed and returned completed to
the "Seller". Shipping and Delivery: All shipping charges are the "Buyer's" responsibility. We
assume no responsibility for damages incurred after the vehicle leaves our showroom. All

shipping arrangements provided by us are strictly a courtesy. We are not affiliated with any
carrier. Any claims or other communication regarding shipment of vehicles will be between you
and the "Carrier" and not with us. The amount of time it takes for delivery depends upon the
"Carrier" selected. A typical experience is days from the date the vehicle is picked up from our
facility until it is delivered to your destination. Verify with the "Carrier" for an Estimated Time of
Arrival to be sure. Refund Policy: To qualify for a refund the vehicle has to have been shipped to
you. If you purchase a vehicle in person here on our lot we assume you are satisfied upon your
inspection and this purchase does not qualify under the policy. Any vehicle that is shipped to a
customer qualifies. Upon receipt of vehicle the customer has 24 hours to inspect vehicle and
notify us via an Ebay message that they would like to return the vehicle. We require proof of the
date of delivery such as a receipt from a
2003 honda accord radio fuse
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shipping company documenting the delivery. The vehicle's mileage cannot be more that 50
miles more than the mileage of the vehicle when it leaves our dealership. The customer is
required to return the vehicle to us in the condition that it left from us within 15 days of the
notification of return. The Buyer must also complete an Ebay cancellation on the sale. The
customer is responsible for the cost of shipping on the vehicle both ways. The refund will be
processed within 5 days of receipt of vehicle back to us. It is that simple. Brooklyn, NY.
Georgetown, TX. North Kingstown, RI. Sacramento, CA. Fitzwilliam, NH. Chester Twp, NJ. Alert
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